Union Church Finance Meeting Minutes
Date: 1-13-2015
Present: Bill Srsic, Dave Kobersmith. Rob Hayden, Shirley Carlberg, Rev. Kent.

Subject

Discussion

Action Needed

By Whom

2014 end of year reports are still a work progress, the
$10,000 2014 carryover indicated in the 2015 budget is
safe by a good margin.

Treasurer’s
Report

‘Borrowing Policy’ regarding borrowing from members
at a reduced interest rate to reduce interest payments
on the Capital Campaign line of credit was reviewed.
Some suggestions were made and Shirley will be
presenting to Church Council for final approval before
moving forward. *Note* There is no tax benefit for
loaning money to the church at reduced interest rate.

Present to CC and Get final
approval

1st draft of the full Financial Review has been received,
Shirley has sent the document back with some
Review and begin to implement
comments and questions. Chart of accounts is still being suggestions from the review.
worked on, but all recommendations regarding
procedures and policies have been received and we will
begin to look at those. We anticipate the entire
document to be along with some information about our
work on those recommendations to be available by the
Annual Meeting in March.

S&F Chair
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Tax situation of the hourly employees – Rob explained
at the budget meeting that increasing the hourly rate of
childcare workers, custodians, etc., may actually have a
negative implication on their tax situation. Rob (who
works for the IRS) has volunteered to have an initial
conversation with these employees to gauge how
complicated their tax situation is and determine the
need to refer them on for more tax advice (for which

Bill will send an email to board
chairs regarding this idea for
discussion within their boards.
Any individual member who
has further interest or
questions about this idea is
encouraged to contact the
Finance Board for more

Shirley

Committee,
Shirley, Rob,
Dave

Follow-up
Date
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maybe the church would pay for). Rob also suggested
that there are ways to give gifts to these employees
from the congregation (not technically through the
church) that would add no tax liability at all.
We will be beginning the process of analyzing pledge
and giving trends (again – last done about 2 years ago).
Rob will be making first draft of specific questions for
Patti Smithson to look for in the pledge and giving
information.
Communication: Discussed and made progress on an
article for the Consider regarding questions and
concerns raised at the budget meeting regarding some
church Finance Issues (not administration issues).
Church Finance ‘Open House’ – Will be discussing with
CLG about being available during or after one of the
first Lenten Lunches to answer questions, and listen to
suggestions regarding church finances.

Rev. Kent
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Kent asked the group to begin consideration of future
budgets, but especially future expenditures that may
not be addressed in the current budget. Examples being
Money for sabbaticals, pastor replacement during
family leave, new copier, etc.

information.

Rob create the questions to
lead Patti Smithson work.

Bill Finish consider article with
suggestions from the
Committee and submit to Joan.
Bill Communicate with CLG
about idea and date.

Kent will be asking boards to
brainstorm the potential expenses
and communicate those needs to
Shirley and or the FB.
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